illuminating the ways in which mainstream publishing ignores marginalized groups, instead looking for novels that will bring in the most capital. This lack of representation in mainstream media was also reflected in the accessibility of these novels. It was very difficult for me to find these books, as they are not readily available in local bookstores such as Powells, and required purchasing through a third party seller on Amazon. In her article "Fat Girls Need Fiction,"
Stinson also quotes a review of her novel Fat Girl Dances With Rocks. The reviewer states, [I] read it a few pages at a time, as this was pre-size acceptance for me, and owing to my seemingly bottomless reserves of internalized fat hatred, I couldn't bring myself to take it to the counter and buy it (Stinson 231). This reviewer's experience is an example of the pressure to adhere to the confines of our current weightism in western culture, which goes as far as to limit accessibility of the novels purely by shaming someone who would consider reading something that features such a "radical" viewpoint.
2 She challenges the reader to draw on their discomfort of fat characters, and to think about the systems that urge readers to interact with stories that feature normative bodies rather than ones that align with their personal identities.
My Project
Based on Stinson's experience as a Fat Studies theorist, I expected these novels to push past the confines commonly attributed to fat characters in fiction. Moody falls under historical fiction. These subgenres project specific confines and expectations onto these novels, and therefore would reflect their genre more so than fiction in general. My focus on Venus of Chalk will bring attention to "Fat Fiction" as a genre in and of itself, which can then be transferred to more specific subgenres.
In Venus of Chalk, Stinson intends to illuminate the ways in which society contributes to fatphobia. However, the focus becomes Carline's failure to "control" her own body and to succeed in reaching a goal of "normal" rather than identifying how society formed these unneeded desires for a normative body. The focus becomes Carline's feelings of failure and her mental health issues rather than a critique on outside contributions to her negative behaviors. The moments in the novel of debunking the stigma surrounding fat bodies often get overshadowed by
Stinson's use of common tropes already overused in fat fiction novels. Stinson's work to create positive affirming characters becomes limited by the focus on these characters' self-doubt, selfharm, and other stigmatized actions.
To provide a framework for my analysis, after providing a brief synopsis of the novel, I
highlight and define these common tropes I have discovered through my previous readings of fat to have fulfilling relationships and experiences. They practice normalized healthy behaviors breaking down the assumptions around fat bodies and health. However, these progressions are torn down after teenage boys harass Carline while Lilian is away at a poetry slam competition, sending Carline into a spiraling identity crisis. This identity crisis includes a road trip across the country with Tucker and Mel, who are both practically strangers to Carline, as she only knows them from her daily bus commute to work. The trip leads her to temporarily live with her mourning aunt Frankie in Texas, and later return home to Lilian, where she explains that she needed time away in order to process and move on from her feelings of internalized fat hatred.
The Victimization of Fat Identities
Fat characters are underrepresented in literature and other forms of popular culture, but when they are represented it is frequently in the role of victim, as in the case of Carline. This is not unique to fat characters, but applies more broadly to underrepresented communities. Rather than recognizing systems of oppression and affirming/building up these identities, society continues to break them down by projecting its own stigmas against these communities onto Here, Lorde explains how society attempts to prescribe negative connotations with things that make people different. These differences get stigmatized and pieces of identity begin to appear undesirable, encouraging people who fit into the "normal" category to look at these bodies and identities with pity, seeing them as weak, and undesired. This is true too of fat bodies by promoting negative stereotypes in relation to fatness-such as assumptions towards health, selfcontrol and athleticism. Lorde suggests that survival for these identities means taking these victimized and stigmatized pieces of identity and reclaiming them as strengths, an idea that often gets left out of fat fiction novels.
In Venus of Chalk, Stinson works to push against this victimization by featuring three fat women in the novel who all have complex identities not defined solely by the size of their
bodies. Yet the novel's most developed character, Carline, adheres to the victim trope. The novel focuses on the many conflicts caused by an episode of verbal harassment from teenage boys outside her apartment complex. While Carline leaves the apartment to take her trash down to the dumpster, teenage boys approach her on their bicycles. They start yelling things at her; "Somebody yelled "Sooee," as if calling a pig. Somebody else started repeating the word, "fat"" (20) . This is the first instance where Stinson attaches fat to negative moral connotations. The teenage boys equate Carline's body to that of a pig-an animal often associated with greed, overconsumption and bad hygiene. Seeing her as an animal makes it easier for the boys to publicly shame her, because they separate her from human emotions. They see Carline as an object to be shamed rather than a normative body able to freely exist in society. Stinson has the opportunity to break down victimized assumptions, but instead this singular scene triggers conflicts throughout the rest of the novel.
Though Stinson has successfully created a complex character attempting to navigate a world unaccepting of her body, these complexities become clouded by Carline's constant projection of her own insecurities. Carline takes the boys' actions personally, and her self-respect and feelings of self-worth quickly deteriorate. Carline begins to harm her body as means of coping with this traumatic event.
It hurt. Moving the flame in a tight circle, I watched the spot turn red. I was suspended and impersonal. I didn't live in the sparse hairs, the dry layers of skin that had risen to the surface to be sloughed off. It was a feeling I remembered from highschool, when I was the age of those cigarette boys… Physical pain had been a focus, almost a relief (21).
This instance of Carline burning herself intensifies a pattern of hatred toward her own body.
Carline separates herself from her body as a form of coping; she describes it as "impersonal."
This pain that she causes herself acts as a release from her body. Rather than looking to her partner for support, Carline chooses isolation and self-harm. Harming herself makes Carline feel like she is no longer living inside her fat body. This projection of internalized fat hatred further focus on these details of her body, this language of pain discussed previously. The reader becomes hyper-aware of her body's movements and reactions, which are associated with negative/aggressive qualities. She attempts to swallow a scream, her arm violently swings lifting water with it, she's pushing through the water, even the air commonly associated with weightlessness becomes heavy. She grabs her belly and shakes it, yelling that Tucker solely wants a photo of her large stomach. Though Tucker was invasive of Carline's privacy, she seems more upset about him documenting her fat body, than she is about him breaking her peace, and the situation says more about her personal insecurities and less about why Tucker had the desire to photograph Carline in that moment. This negative situation becomes a product of fatness and weight, because Carline assumes that Tucker's need to take a picture stems from a negative reaction towards her body rather than a positive one. Carline cannot imagine a world where someone would see her body and not initially hate it.
Though society conditions people to believe that fat and the fat body are distasteful, that is not necessarily a natural reaction. Fat simply exists, everyone has fat, and negative ideas towards fatness are socially constructed. Tucker could have seen Carline in that serene relaxed moment, and found beauty in her freedom in that water. Maybe he saw beauty in the fact that Carline finally felt comfortable to be free in her body, and not covering herself around strangers, afraid of their perception. There's also the possibility that Tucker finds Carline beautiful in all her forms, regardless of whether or not her body confines to society's expectations. However, Stinson does not give us this possibility, and instead has Carline immediately jump to negative conclusions regarding Tucker's intentions. Even when Tucker apologizes to Carline and admits that he should have asked permission prior to taking the photo, Carline describes his apology as a "weak thing to offer after wrecking [the] peace" (91). Carline does not care what Tucker has to say to explain himself; she has written off any explanation he offers as weak, and cannot imagine a possibility of him seeing her as something other than "too fat."
Conclusion Without Resolution
The novel concludes with Lilian supporting Carline and returning with her to Frankie's house so Carline can be with her aunt for her friend's funeral. 5 Frankie forgives Carline for her mistakes like Lilian, and the novel ends with Frankie and Lilian helping to pierce Carline's ears.
Following the piercing, Carline says, "To be pierced so so carefully was worlds away from cutting in despair. The earrings glinted in my ears. Ready to flourish, I hugged Lil and Frankie by their hips" (206). This piercing becomes Carline's new language of pain, which she describes as careful rather than a moment of despair. Frankie and Lilian use this action as a way of renewing Carline and allowing her to break away from her self-hatred. This renewing allows
Carline to feel like she is ready to flourish.
However, it's too little too late. The reader has been taken through moment after moment of Carline falling into these languages of pain and trauma, harming herself, her relationships, and her life security. She self-destructs, yet the reader is meant to believe that a moment of ear piercing will solve all of these issues. Not only are the other fat women in her life so quick to forgive her for the things she's done to hurt them greatly, but they also perform an act that changes her physical appearance. It is only after some piece of Carline's body has changed, that she is able to come to terms with her body. The plot relied entirely on an isolated incident of hatred, and concludes with an isolated incident of vanity-which are both areas that have greatly harmed the fat community.
Though Stinson has created complex fat female characters, they are still often simplified to become a product of their fatness. There are many moments within Venus of Chalk where
Carline reaches a sort of crossroads. She can either fall back into a history of self-harming behaviors or utilize her support systems to move on and move forward. Almost every time, she chooses a path of depression and self-doubt. Rather than creating a complex fat character who overcomes obstacles set in their path by the assumptions regarding fat, fat bodies, and the possibility for a happy life coexisting with fatness, Stinson creates a character who falls victim to these assumptions. Carline experiences one instance of public fatphobia within the novel, and that becomes her identifying characteristic. She becomes fat phobic herself, feeling that her body will constantly work against her. She pits her body against her healthy relationship, her job/stable source of income, and her cat. She assumes that Tucker wants to take a fatphobic photo of her, she feels that self-harm is the only way to 'control' her body. She falls victim to internalized fat hatred. Stinson had the opportunity and the background to create a character that defies these characteristics: one who does not ignore the oppression fat bodies face on a daily basis, but who does not allow this oppression to inhibit their self-expression and the deepest pieces of their identity. The world does not need another melancholic fat identity; the world needs one who does not give into adversity, who does not see fatness as an exception to their identity, but instead simply as a characteristic. We need a fat character who sees their body as beautiful rather than beautiful (for a fat girl).
Moving Forward
Authors' inability to create self-affirming fat characters contributes to internalized fat hatred, especially since the ideas surrounding a normative appearance have been socially 
